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Scope of Work

• To design strategic roadmap in Region 10 to develop robust leadership and effective volunteers.

• To organise orientation, succession planning, related training and guidance in cooperation with the IEEE Center for Leadership Excellence (IEEE CLE).

• To transform IEEE members to successful and ethical volunteers and leaders through well thought of training programs.
R10 UpSkill Volunteer Program (Proposal)

-- Objective is to equip R10 volunteers with the necessary skills, knowledge, and resources of IEEE.

-- Aim to empower volunteers to make a meaningful impact, and foster positive relationships.

-- Region realignment w.e.f Jan 2028. Training is required for a smooth transition and sustainability of active volunteerism.
PHASE 1: Pre-requisite courses

1. Introduction to IEEE Member & Geographic Activities MGA
2. Introduction to IEEE Affinity Groups
3. Introduction to IEEE Educational Activities EAB
4. IEEE Membership Development Overview
5. Introduction to IEEE
6. Introduction to IEEE Standards Association
7. Introduction to IEEE Publications PSPB
8. Introduction to Technical Activities TAB
9. IEEE Humanitarian and Philanthropic Opportunities

PHASE 2: Two months long Program

1. Eight online sessions on Soft Skills and IEEE Awareness
2. Project assignments
Volunteer Training Program

-- In collaboration with R10 NIC, a training session has been planned at Japan SYWL 2023 hosted by Shin-Etsu section. Takako and Kohei Ohno will represent our committee to execute the same.

-- Training session in TENCON 2023 in Thailand (Talk in progress)

-- Training session in R10 HTC 2023 in Gujarat (Talk in progress)
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